Auckland Drum’s
collection and re-use
programs extend the life
cycle of ‘hard to recycle’
packaging without
compromising quality.
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Collection and re-use programs
for ‘hard to recycle’ packaging

AUCKLAND DRUM
Sustainability Services

DRUMS
Reconditioned (Steel & Plastic)
Remanufactured (Steel)

Auckland Drum Sustainability Services is New Zealand’s leading service provider for the
collection and supply of ‘hard to recycle’ packaging. From drums and intermediate bulk
containers (IBCs) through to tailored industry and customer recycling programs, Auckland
Drum provides a unique service with a commitment to finding end-of-life solutions for
packaging that cannot be collected via traditional recycling networks.
Drums

IBCs

Auckland Drum provides a national service for the
collection and supply of both reconditioned and
remanufactured drums.

Auckland Drum provides a comprehensive service
for the collection and supply of reconditioned,
remanufactured and new IBCs.

Steel and plastic drums are cleaned using
automated washing facilities and thermal oxidation
and shot blasting removes ‘hard to handle’ residues.

All reconditioned IBCs go through a tightly
controlled quality process that ensures the bottle
and cage are thoroughly cleaned, components are
checked and replaced if necessary and the IBC is
pressure tested for leaks.

Steel drums can be remanufactured with new
FDA Food Contact Approved lining and either a
closed or open head which has applications for
both food grade and industrial packaging.
Both reconditioned and remanufactured drums
are available with custom decoration, closures
and lining options.

Remanufactured IBCs are a cost effective alternative
to a new IBC and combine the integrity of a new
food contact approved bottle with the economy of
a reconditioned cage. Auckland Drum is the sole
reseller of new Mauser IBCs in New Zealand when
a new bottle and new cage are required. Spare IBC
parts are also available.

Dangerous Goods (DG) Recertification
If your company transports DG rated products, Auckland Drum is qualified to recertify drums and IBCs to DG
standard - a legal requirement when transporting dangerous goods domestically or for export. All reconditioned
drums and IBCs are clearly labelled with relevant information including DG recertification, production date and
drum collection information.

IBCs
New
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Remanufactured

COLLECTION
SERVICES
Tailored collection programs for
‘hard to recycle’ packaging

Collection Services

A Better Choice

Industrial packaging is often ‘hard to recycle’ as
it contains residues which make it difficult to
process and there is limited infrastructure available
to efficiently collect it. Whether you’re a council,
corporate or commercial farm, Auckland Drum can
provide a tailored collection service for your ‘hard
to recycle’ packaging which cannot be collected via
traditional recycling networks. This service enables
you to divert your industrial packaging from landfill
so it can be reprocessed into valuable resources
once again.

Reconditioning and remanufacturing extends
the life cycle of packaging without compromising
quality and provides a cost effective and
complimentary alternative to new packaging.
Life cycle analysis confirms, for example, that
the reconditioning of a steel drum provides a
significant benefit over an equivalent new drum in
terms of material consumption and CO2 emissions.

What will Auckland Drum do with your used
packaging?

Auckland Drum’s processes are safe and compliant
with accepted environmental standards and
stringent procedures ensure that any harmful
residues in waste drums are disposed of
appropriately to minimise environmental impact.

• D
 rums and IBCs will be reconditioned or
remanufactured so they can be reused
• U
 sed packaging will be converted into post
consumer recyclate (PCR) for use in new
industrial products
• I f it cannot be reconditioned, remanufactured
or recycled in-house, it will be consolidated
for collection and processing by steel and
plastic recyclers
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